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https://www.100test.com/kao_ti2020/645/2021_2022_2010_E5_B9_

B4_E8_81_8C_c91_645744.htm 常用词汇如下： A来源

：www.examda.com A （an honest man, a university, a piece of

paper/message/furniture）, abandon = give up, ABC, abide by,

ability to do sth, be able to do sth, abnormal normal, go aboard,

study abroad, abolish = cancel/do away with, talk about, sit about,

above all, to put money above everything, abrupt = sudden/tough,

absence =lack, be absent from, absent-minded, absolute = complete,

be absorbed in, abstract / concrete, absurd = foolish, be abundant in

= be rich in, academic, accelerate =speed up, accept, acceptable,

gain/have access to, accessible = easily obtained/approached, by

accident = by mistake, accomplish = finish/ complete, in accordance

with, according to, account for, on account of = because of/due to,

on no account = in no way, take into account/consideration,

accurate, accuse⋯of ⋯⋯= charge ⋯ with ⋯, be accustomed to,

ache = pain/ toothache, headache, get/catch a headache/ cold,

achieve/ meet ones goals, achievement（s）, acknowledge = admit,

be acquainted with = be familiar with, acquire （knowledge, habit

）, go across, come across = meet unexpectedly, act upon, physical

activities, actor/ actress, actually = in fact = in reality, acute / chronic,

ad = advertisement, adapt/adopt, adapt⋯⋯ to⋯⋯ add up to, be

addicted to, in addition to, additional = added, address the envelop/

address the audience, adequate = enough/ample, adhere to,

administer = control/ manage, gain admission to, adopt （attitude



）, adult, adulthood, in advance, advance = promote, take

advantage of ,adventure = risk, adverse = harmful, a piece of advice,

advisable = wise, advise sb. to do sth, advocate = support, current

affairs, affect/ effect, affirm =assert, afford sth, be afraid of =fear, look

after sb., in the afternoon, afterwards, again and again, now and again

= from time to time, lean against, vote against, at the age of, age = get

older, agree to sb. agree with sth. agreeable = pleasing, agriculture,

ahead of, aid, aim at, aim = goal/target, by air, in the open air, aircraft

=plane =airplane, at the airport, alarm = frighten, alcohol, alert⋯

⋯to⋯⋯, =warn ⋯of/against ⋯, alien = foreign, look alike, keep

alive, above all, after all, all over, in all, allege = declare, state, alleviate

= relieve, alliance = union, allied = united, allocate = distribute, allow

= permit, almost = nearly, live alone, go along the street, talk aloud,

not only⋯but also⋯, /（I like it, too./ I also like it.） , alter =

change, although/though, at an altitude of/ at the height of,

altogether = in all, always = often, amazing = surprising, ambiguous

= doubtful, uncertain, ambition, ambitious, amend = improve,

America, American, amid = in the middle of, amongst = among, a

great amount of money, amplify = talk in detail, amuse = entertain,

amusement/entertainment, analyze, analysis, ancestor, ancient, and,

anger, angry, angle （from the angle of ）, animal, animate/inspire,

annoy, announce/declare, annual, another, answer（ answer to the

problem, answer for）, anticipate/foresee, antique, anxious （be

anxious about）, any, anyone/anybody, anything, anywhere, apart 

（set apart, apart from）, apartment, apologize, apparently,

apparent, appeal（ appeal to）, appear/seem, appetite/stomach,



apple, apply（ apply for a job, apply⋯ to⋯⋯）, appoint,

appointment, appreciate, approach （ to） = method, approval,

approve, approximate, April, apt （be apt to do sth.）,

aptitude/ability, architecture, area, argue （argue for/against）, arise,

arm in arm/hand in hand, army, around （all around/all over）,

arouse, arrange（a meeting）, arrest, arrival, arrive at/in, art, article,

artist, as （ consider⋯as, look upon⋯⋯as⋯⋯, treat ⋯as⋯⋯,

as/so⋯as⋯⋯, as for/to⋯, as if/though）, ascend/descend, ash,

Asia, Asian, aside （aside from/apart from）, ask （ask after, ask

for, ask sb. to do sth,）, asleep, aspect, assemble, assembly line,

assert, assess, asset, assign（assign sb. to do sth.）, assimilate,

assist/aid, assistant, associate （associate sth. with sth., associate with

）,association/committee, assume/suppose,

assure/insure/ensure/sure, astonish, astronaut, at（ be good at, look

at, at the age/speed/rate of, at home）, atmosphere, attack, attach 

（be attached to）, attempt, attend （a meeting/school/sb., attend

to）, attendance/presence, attention （pay attention to）, attitude,

attract, attractive, attribute （attribute⋯to ⋯）, audit, August,

Australia, Australian, authentic/real/reliable, author,

authority/power, automate, automatic, automobile, autumn/fall,

available, avenue/street/road, average （on （an, the） average, to

average three hours of work a day）, avoid, await = wait for, awake

=wake up （awake = sleepless）, award, aware （be aware of⋯⋯

）, away （put⋯⋯ away, right away. ）, awful/terrible, awkward 

（注意该词的几种词义）. 相关推荐：2010年职称英语考试复
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